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Abstract. Differences in the raw data used in bioassessments and choices regarding how those data are
analyzed and summarized can affect inferences regarding the status of ecological resources and, thus, the
degree to which we can trust individual ecological assessments, compare assessments across different
programs and regions, or share data when developing or refining new endpoint indices. Progress in
addressing these issues has been hindered by lack of consensus regarding what a general definition of
comparability should be in the context of bioassessments and what measures of comparability are
appropriate for ecological data. In this paper, we review the state of knowledge regarding the
comparability of assessments as affected by differences in raw data (composition and relative abundance
of taxa), derived measures (biotic metrics and endpoint indices), and assessment levels (condition classes).
We specifically address the extent to which the comparability of assessments can be compromised by
systematic differences in data, discuss the factors known to affect data comparability, and consider the
techniques available to evaluate and improve comparability. Rigorous assessment of data comparability
should be a standard aspect of quality assurance when developing and applying biological indices.
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Local, state, and national environmental agencies
conduct ecological assessments to determine the condi-
tion of ecological resources in both individual water
bodies and aggregates of water bodies within entire
regions. These agencies may share the same general goal
to assess the biological condition of aquatic life (e.g., US
Clean Water Act, USC 111251–1387; European Com-
mission 2000), but they often differ substantially in how
they collect raw data, produce biological indices from
those data, and use those indices to assess biological
condition. The assessments conducted by different
agencies are expected to be comparable, but we actually
know little about their comparability and how differ-
ences in either raw data or the biological indices derived
from the data affect assessments (Buffagni and Furse
2006, Clarke and Hering 2006, Davies and Jackson 2006,
Hawkins 2006, Hawkins et al. 2010a).
We need to understand how comparable the data
and assessments collected by different monitoring
agencies and programs are for several reasons. First, if
different data or indices lead to inconsistent or
conflicting assessments of individual water bodies,
the use of bioassessment data for regulatory purposes
could be challenged for failing legal tests of data
credibility. Second, inclusion of monitoring data
collected by various management and research
programs could greatly strengthen local and state
programs and reduce duplication of effort if the data
were comparable. Third, data comparability is a key
requirement for any long-term monitoring program.
Fourth, assessment comparability is essential for the
valid aggregation of site-specific bioassessments into
broader basin-, regional-, national-, or international-
scale assessments (e.g., GAO 2002, Heinz Center 2002,
USEPA 2003, 2006, Buffagni et al. 2007, Erba et al.
2009). Last, the increased sample sizes that result
from compiling data from different sources allow
researchers to more rigorously test and refine the
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concepts and techniques on which effective bioassess-
ment depends.
The general importance of comparability in bioas-
sessments has been recognized for decades (e.g., Ghetti
and Bonazzi 1977, ITFM 1994, 1995). Since these initial
reports, this issue has been addressed from a variety of
perspectives by many authors in the USA (e.g.,
Diamond et al. 1996, Cao et al. 2005, Astin 2006, Herbst
and Silldorff 2006, Rehn et al. 2007, Blocksom et al.
2008) and elsewhere (e.g., Buffagni and Furse 2006,
Clarke and Hering 2006, Haase et al. 2006, Buffagni et al.
2007). Despite these efforts, many questions remain that
span a range of issues, including the comparability of
overall concepts that define biological condition and the
comparability of specific types of data collected with
different sampling methods or derived from different
analytic approaches. To compare and integrate bioas-
sessments, we need to understand what assessments
are meant to measure and what we can confidently
infer from different data sets and analyses. We also
need to identify critical knowledge gaps, so we can
prioritize future research needs.
Comparability is a critical issue of both scientific and
regulatory importance in the USA and elsewhere. We
were funded by the US Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) Office of Water to conduct a comprehensive
review of the state of our knowledge regarding compa-
rability issues as they apply to ecological assessments. In
this paper, we describe the main results of that review.
Our review is based on primary literature (i.e., peer-
reviewed journal articles), books and book chapters, and
various forms of grey literature including government
reports, web-based publications, and internal reports. We
pay particular attention to benthic invertebrates because
this group has been most commonly used in bioassess-
ments (e.g., Barbour et al. 1999, Wright et al. 2000) and the
methods used for their sampling and analysis are highly
variable (ITFM 1994, Wright et al. 2000, Carter and Resh
2001, Friberg et al. 2006, Hawkins 2006). The bulk of
bioassessment research and application has been con-
ducted in wadeable streams, but our conclusions should
be applicable to all types of ecosystems.
What Exactly is Bioassessment Comparability?
Evaluating the comparability of bioassessments re-
quires that we agree on what comparability means.
Previous efforts have defined comparability in terms of
either data quality (Diamond et al. 1996, MDCB 2003) or
the similarity between samples in their taxonomic
composition and taxa abundances (Cao et al. 2005). For
example, Diamond et al. (1996, p. 715) stated ‘‘if different
methods are similar with respect to the quality of data
each produces, then data from those methods may be
used interchangeably or together.’’ The authors further
defined data quality to include precision, accuracy, bias,
method sensitivity, and the range of conditions over
which a method yields satisfactory data. In another case,
the Methods and Data Comparability Board (MDCB
2003, p. 1) considered that ‘‘data comparability exists
when data are of known quality and can thus be validly
applied by external users, even when the project
objectives differ.’’ Last, Cao et al. (2005, p. 1106) defined
data comparability as ‘‘how comparable different sam-
pling methods are in characterizing the composition and
relative abundance of taxa in an assemblage.’’
The first 2 definitions focus on aspects of data quality,
another important element in bioassessment (Diamond
et al. 1996, Cao et al. 2003). Data quality generally refers
to how precisely and accurately a variable of interest is
measured (Sokal and Rohlf 1987, Zar 1999). These
definitions are appropriate for estimating individual
water-quality variables, e.g., NH3 concentrations, but
we do not think they are useful for evaluating data
comparability in the context of bioassessments. Bioas-
sessments typically involve analysis of multitaxon
sample data, in which the units of analysis are either
the set of taxa in samples (e.g., counts and perhaps
relative abundances) or various metrics derived from
the taxon counts. The general ideas of precision and
bias also apply to the measurement of multivariate data
quality, but their meaning and measurement are more
complex than implied by definitions 1 and 2 for 2
reasons. First, it is not at all clear how characterizations
of precision for multivariate data relate to comparabil-
ity. For example, consider 2 sites that both contain
species A and B. At site 1, the abundance of species A is
estimated as 106 1 (mean6 SD) and that for species B
is estimated as 6 6 5. At site 2, the mean and precision
estimates are reversed: abundance of species A is 66 5
and of species B is 10 6 1. In this example, the average
(multivariate) precision of the 2 samples is the same,
but we do not think that expression of precision tells us
much about multivariate data comparability because
our confidence in estimating different components of
the assemblage differs substantially among samples.
Second, a more problematic issue is that we can seldom
estimate the accuracy with which we estimate the
response of biological assemblages to stress from field
data because we almost never have predisturbance
data from which we can confidently quantify how
biological conditions have changed at the site. Defini-
tion 3 recognizes the need to define the comparability
of sample data in terms of how similar samples are in
their taxon counts, but the comparability of sample
data does not guarantee that assessments will be
comparable—raw data can be treated in different
ways, which may lead to different assessments.
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We argue that a more general definition of compa-
rability is needed for bioassessments in which compa-
rability is evaluated in the context of how inferences
regarding biological condition are influenced by a
variety of individual and combined decisions regard-
ing data treatment and summary (Fig. 1). The elements
of a bioassessment range from the conceptual framing
of what is being assessed to the details of raw-data
collection and analysis and include: 1) selection of the
assessment endpoint (an ecological property) that is
relevant to the designated use assigned by society to a
water body (e.g., viability of a species, biodiversity,
ecological integrity, ecosystem productivity, nutrient
retention); 2) selection of an endpoint index, which can
be based on raw data or derived measures, to quantify
the condition of those properties (e.g., counts of an
individual species, species richness, an index of
similarity between observed and expected assemblag-
es, an index of biological integrity, a measurement of
primary production, an uptake coefficient describing
the rate of nutrient uptake); 3) choice of the analytical
procedures used to develop and apply the indices;
4) decisions regarding how and when to collect the raw
sample data used to estimate the endpoint indices; and
5) decisions regarding how sample data are treated
after collection (e.g., taxonomic resolution, subsam-
pling, data transformations).
General Issues Regarding the Comparability of
Biological Assessments
Biological assessments are used to determine if a
resource unit (e.g., a stream reach) is meeting its
biological potential as specified by its assigned
designated use. The degree to which a system is
supporting its designated use is measured in terms of
an assessment endpoint, which is a description of the
specific ecological attributes (or properties) that society
wishes to protect (USEPA 1992, Suter 2007). Many types
of valued ecological attributes exist, so many types of
assessment endpoints are possible. Aquatic life is a very
general type of designated use commonly assigned to
surficial water bodies in the USA and elsewhere, and
considerable research has been directed toward devel-
oping numerical endpoint indices to quantify the
assessment endpoints associated with this use. Three
main types of endpoint indices have been developed to
characterize the condition of multispecies assemblages (a
community-level attribute of value to many societies) in
streams and lakes: 1) biotic indices (Armitage et al. 1983,
Hilsenhoff 1987, Lenat 1993), 2) Indices of Biological
Integrity (IBIs) and other multimetric indices (MMIs)
(e.g., Barbour et al. 1999, Karr and Chu 1999), and
3) observed/expected taxa (O/E) indices (e.g., Hawkins
et al. 2000, Wright et al. 2000). Historically, these indices
typically were developed with local needs in mind and,
until recently, little reason existed to consider their
comparability in terms of assessing the biological
condition of a water body. However, national and
transnational legislation increasingly requires that the
assessments used by member states be comparable, if
not in assessing equivalent ecological properties, then in
the scoring of ecological condition as inferred from each
endpoint index in use. In this latter context, the
comparability of endpoint indices is the degree to which
the application of§2 indices leads to the same inference
regarding the biological condition of a site or set of sites
FIG. 1. A conceptual representation of how differences in data collection and treatment at different stages of a bioassessment
can affect inferences regarding the biological condition of a site. In the example illustrated, only 2 choices are available for each of
only 3 types of factors that can affect inferences (sampling method used to collect raw data, the endpoint index used, and how
endpoint index values are scored). The different combinations of 2 sampling methods, 2 types of endpoint indices, and 2 scoring
procedures could lead to 16 possible inferences, of which we show only 4. As described in the text, several other types of factors
can affect inferences and .2 options usually exist for each factor.
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(e.g., Vølstad et al. 2003, Birk and Hering 2006, Buffagni
et al. 2006, 2007, Hawkins 2006, Herbst and Silldorff
2006). This definition applies to different types of indices
and to situations in which a similar type of index is
developed in different regions; e.g., the USA’s National
Wadeable Stream Assessment was based on 9 different
regional MMIs that consisted of different metrics
(Stoddard et al. 2008) and 3 different O/E indices (Yuan
et al. 2008), all of which were separately calibrated.
Within an index type, the authors of the national
assessment implicitly assumed that all indices were
comparable in how they measured the same assessment
endpoint (i.e., biological condition).
Comparability of raw data and derived metrics
Comparability of bioassessment data is essential when
combining different sets of data to develop indices (e.g.,
Astin 2006, Hughes and Peck 2008) or applying a
previously developed index to data that were sampled
differently (e.g., USEPA 2005a). A key requirement in
evaluating data comparability is that comparisons be
based on the same biological property (e.g., Cull et al.
1997, Griffith et al. 2006). Biological sampling typically
produces a list of taxa and their counts in a sample (i.e.,
raw data), and the comparability of those raw data can
be affected by how and when samples are collected and
how samples are processed (e.g., Storey et al. 1991, Cao
et al. 2005, Blocksom et al. 2008). Comparability also has
been assessed in terms of derived metrics, i.e., assem-
blage-level attributes, such as taxon richness or the value
of various other metrics derived from taxon counts
within a sample (Turner and Trexler 1997), or assem-
blage metrics (e.g., Eaton and Lenat 1991, Lenz and
Miller 1996, Houston et al. 2002, Tetra Tech 2005, Friberg
et al. 2006, Rehn et al. 2007, Weilhoefer and Pan 2007,
Blocksom et al. 2008, Stepenuck et al. 2008).
Factors affecting data comparability in bioassessments
Bioassessments involve many steps that can affect
the comparability of inferences regarding the condition
of a water body including sampling design; field
sampling methods; laboratory processing; index de-
velopment, analysis, and interpretation; and reporting
of biological condition. Most studies on bioassessment
comparability conducted to date have focused on the
factors that affect comparability of raw data, and other
factors that can affect the comparability of bioassess-
ments have been examined less often.
Raw data
The comparability of raw data is influenced by how
samples of aquatic biota are collected and processed.
Below, we summarize how several factors can
influence the comparability of raw data and discuss
how comparability of raw data might be measured
and improved.
Sampling effort.—The sampling effort applied in both
field sampling and laboratory subsampling varies
substantially among programs (Carter and Resh 2001)
and can affect estimates of taxonomic richness (Gotelli
and Graves 1996) and taxonomic composition and
relative abundances of taxa in a sample (Cao et al.
1997). When the number of individuals collected varies
among samples, investigators can adjust for these
differences by taking fixed-count subsamples (e.g., 300
individuals) or by applying rarefaction techniques to
the field samples (Sanders 1968, Hurlbert 1971, Gotelli
and Graves 1996). For example, Cao et al. (2005) greatly
improved the comparability of 2 sets of samples that
differed in sampling area and sampling intensity by
creating fixed-count subsamples from the original
sample counts. However, use of rarefaction or fixed-
count samples to estimate differences in taxon richness
among sites can lead to misleading estimates of the
true differences in taxon richness among sites (e.g.,
Baltana´s 1992, Cao et al. 2002, 2007a, Cao and Hawkins
2005), especially when low fixed counts are used.
Sampling device.—The sampling devices used to
collect macroinvertebrates vary markedly among
monitoring agencies and programs compared with
those used for stream fish and periphyton surveys
(ITFM 1994). To what extent are samples collected with
different sampling devices comparable when used
jointly to develop an endpoint index or when samples
collected with one device are applied to an index that
was derived from samples collected with another
device? Carter and Resh (2001) noted that 12 sampling
devices are used in the USA to collect freshwater
invertebrates. The number of devices creates a high
potential for device-associated problems with data
comparability. Many investigators have shown that
specific sampling devices have inherent sampling
biases (e.g., Elliott and Drake 1981, Mackey et al.
1984, Turner and Trexler 1997, Taylor et al. 2001). These
biases affect data comparability in 2 main ways: 1) they
capture different numbers of individuals, and 2) they
collect different subsets of taxa that occur at a site.
Differences in taxon richness associated with different
counts potentially can be corrected as described above,
but rarefaction or the use of fixed-count samples can do
nothing to correct the biases of different devices for
capturing different taxa.
Habitat sampled.—Different sampling protocols
sometimes target different habitats (e.g., riffles, pools,
and edges), which typically support somewhat
different assemblages. Therefore, the choice of what
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habitat to sample can affect the taxa collected and
their relative abundances. For example, Parsons and
Norris (1996) collected macroinvertebrate samples
from 4 types of habitats and found that samples were
clustered in ordination space based on habitat type
rather than sites, a result that revealed the dominant
effect of habitat type sampled on sample classifica-
tion. Gerth and Herlihy (2006) and Roy et al. (2003)
also observed that the similarity among samples of
stream invertebrates was strongly associated with the
type of habitats sampled. Thus, the comparability of
samples collected from different habitat types can be a
significant issue that constrains use of independently
collected data sets when compiling data for index
development (e.g., Blocksom et al. 2008).
Sampling personnel.—Large-scale and long-term
monitoring programs often use many sampling crews
to collect samples. If individual operators differ in how
many organisms they collect or are biased in the types
of microhabitats they sample, data comparability can
be compromised. Early studies showed that taxon
richness and composition in samples can vary signif-
icantly among individual collectors (Furse et al. 1981,
Mackey et al. 1984), but more recent analyses indicated
that the effect of operators accounted for only 4 to 12%
of the variance in taxon richness across samples
(Clarke et al. 2003). Cao et al. (2003) and Ostermiller
and Hawkins (2004) found that sampling crews were
similar in capturing taxa and estimating their relative
abundance, results implying that the effects of crew on
data comparability may be relatively small compared
with effects of other factors if crews are well trained
and follow data quality-control procedures.
Mesh size.—The mesh size used to collect stream
invertebrates can influence the size composition of the
organisms in a sample (Slack et al. 1991, Gage et al.
2000). These differences can affect sample compara-
bility because mesh sizes used in invertebrate
sampling devices typically range between 250 and
1200 mm (Carter and Resh 2001). A fine mesh usually
captures more small individuals than a coarse mesh.
This difference can significantly affect estimates of the
detectability of taxa in fixed-count samples and,
hence, the comparability of raw data. Tetra Tech
(2005) tried to evaluate the effect of different mesh
sizes on data comparability by collecting samples
with the same type of device but different mesh sizes
at several sites. They found that mesh sizes did not
affect the separation of sampling sites in ordination
space, but their result implied only that the effect of
mesh size was smaller than the effect of environmen-
tal differences among sites.
Sampling year.—Natural interannual differences in
climatic conditions can potentially affect the taxa and
their abundances collected from a site (e.g., Bradley and
Ormerod 2001, Medeiros and Maltchik 2001, Durance
and Ormerod 2007) and, thus, the inferences drawn in
any given year regarding the biological condition of a
site. Such a situation can arise if biological indices are
calibrated with data that were collected during a set of
years that do not accurately represent the natural range
of climatic conditions observed in a region. For
example, if data for index calibration were collected
only during years of near-average climatic conditions,
any assessment based on data collected during dry or
wet years would be potentially confounded by system-
atic differences among calibration and application data
in their climatic conditions. If we ignore (or are ignorant
of) such natural climatic variability, the real range of
natural biological variability expected at a site probably
will be underestimated and the central tendency in
climatic conditions probably will be estimated with
bias. Either situation probably would lead to inaccurate
assessments in some years and inconsistent assess-
ments among years (Mazor et al. 2009, Hawkins et al.
2010b). Ecologists have just begun to understand how
natural interannual variability in population sizes and
assemblage structure can affect estimates of the
reference condition as expressed by biological indices
or the inferred biological condition at an assessed site
(e.g., Gilbert et al. 2008, Rose et al. 2008).
Sampling season.—Seasonal changes in the composi-
tion and abundances of stream biota associated with
timing of life-cycle events of individual species (e.g.,
timing of reproduction, egg hatch, individual growth,
and mortality) can potentially affect bioassessments.
As in interannual variability, accurate inferences
regarding biological condition assume that naturally
occurring temporal variability in biota has been
incorporated in estimates of the reference condition
(i.e., the range of natural variation) or that assessments
adjust or control for systematic temporal variation in
taxon composition and abundances. Individual mon-
itoring programs often are designed to minimize the
effects of such phenological processes on inferences by
requiring collection of samples within a specified set of
dates (an index window), within which presumably
little phenological variation occurs (Barbour et al.
1999). However, in practice, sampling windows typi-
cally are selected based on ease of access (e.g., summer
base flows) and chronological time rather than
developmental (i.e., degree days) time, which should
be better correlated with the growth and mortality
schedules of ectothermic organisms. If temperatures
differ among sites, samples taken on the same date
may not be strictly comparable because they were
sampled at different physiological times. The length of
sampling windows also can differ among programs
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regardless of differences in regional climate conditions,
a feature that can further compromise comparability.
In some large-scale surveys, sampling can occur over
several months (e.g., June–September in North Amer-
ica). Many biotic metrics vary substantially among
months, e.g., the coefficient of variation (CV) of the
metric%mayflies was as high as 106% (J. L. Carter, US
Geological Survey, personal communication), and 1 of
us (CPH) has documented changes .103 in mean
densities of common stream invertebrate taxa over a
4-mo period.
Several researchers have examined how seasonal
differences in sampling can affect bioassessments. For
example, Reece et al. (2001) reported that assessments
derived from BEnthic Assessment SedimenT (BEAST),
an assessment tool based on ordination (Reynoldson
et al. 1995), were sensitive to sampling season. Hawkins
et al. (2000) and Hawkins (2006) found that sampling
date often was a strong predictor of the expected
(reference) assemblage in River Invertebrate Prediction
and Classification System (RIVPACS)-type models.
However, Hose et al. (2004) observed that samples
collected over a relatively short period (e.g., 4–6 wk)
gave similar O/E values in Australian River Assess-
ment System (AUSRIVAS), an Australian version of
RIVPACS. The original British version of RIVPACS
avoids this problem by combining samples collected
from 3 seasons into 1 composite sample (Moss et al.
1987). Therefore, 3 options are available when dealing
with seasonal effects: 1) standardize sampling on a
short window of time (Hose et al. 2004), 2) aggregate
samples across seasons (e.g., Moss et al 1987, Hum-
phrey et al. 2000), or 3) adjust for the effect of seasonal
variation on assemblage composition by modeling
(e.g., Hawkins et al. 2000, Hawkins 2006).
Sorting and specimen enumeration.—Sorting of mac-
roinvertebrates from debris can potentially affect the
comparability of bioassessments through sorting bias
and sorting efficiency. Two sorting methods are used
commonly: hand-picking a randomly selected set of
individuals from a preserved sample in the laboratory
(laboratory sorting) or hand-picking live animals in
the field (live sorting). The samples obtained with
these 2 techniques do not appear to be comparable
when estimating the values of MMIs or O/E indices
(Haase et al. 2004, Nichols and Norris 2006). Live
sorting tends to be biased toward relatively large,
conspicuous, and active taxa relative to laboratory
sorting (Nichols and Norris 2006). Laboratory sorting
appears to meet the assumption that picked individ-
uals represent a random subsample of the entire
sample better than does live sorting. Cao et al. (2003)
tested this assumption by comparing subsamples that
were hand-picked in the laboratory with those
randomly drawn from fully processed samples (i.e.,
all individuals in a sample were sorted, identified,
and counted) by a computer program. They found no
significant differences in taxon richness or composi-
tion between these 2 types of subsamples. The effects
of differences in sorting efficiency on comparability is
less well understood, but differences in sorting
efficiency should affect estimates of taxon richness
metrics because taxon richness usually increases with
the number of individuals encountered, especially
across the range of fixed-count subsamples frequently
used in bioassessments (100–500).
Taxonomic accuracy and resolution.—A primary data-
quality objective in bioassessment programs is estab-
lishment of a consistent level of taxonomic resolution
that can be applied to all samples. Ideally, all
specimens in a sample would be identified to the
species level, and thus, these data would accurately
represent the number of distinct taxa in the sample.
The long-standing difficulties in identifying many
freshwater organisms to species coupled with differ-
ences across programs in the level of expertise among
individuals who identify the specimens creates poten-
tially significant problems when comparing bioassess-
ments across programs or when merging data when
developing indices. Differences in the specific taxo-
nomic resolution applied to samples occur for several
reasons. First, in many programs, specimens of some
taxonomic groups (e.g., chironomids, oligochaetes, and
water mites) are identified only to coarse levels of
taxonomic resolution (e.g., subfamily, family, order, or
class) because of cost, whereas in other programs,
specimens are identified to the finest level of taxo-
nomic resolution that is practical (Carter and Resh
2001). Second, personnel at taxonomic laboratories
often differ in expertise and, thus, in the taxonomic
level to which they can identify organisms with
confidence. A related and very common problem is
that, within a single sample, some individuals of a
higher-level taxon (e.g., family) can be identified at a
finer taxonomic resolution than others. How such
inconsistent resolution in taxonomy is handled de-
pends on what indices are used. When MMIs are
developed, richness metrics typically are derived from
the number of distinct taxa within individual samples.
For example, consider 2 samples. In the 1st sample, of
50 individuals in the family Heptageniidae, 20, 15, and
5 individuals were identified to genus (e.g., Epeorus,
Rhithrogena, and Cinygmula) and 10 could be identified
only to the family level. This sample would be
considered to contain 3 distinct Heptageniidae taxa
because the individuals identified to family could very
well belong to 1 or more of the genera found in the
sample. In a 2nd sample, all Heptageniidae individuals
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were identified only to the family level. Thus, we know
with certainty only that at least 1 distinct Heptagenii-
dae taxon in the samples should contribute to the
estimate of sample richness. The philosophy behind
this approach is to retain as much biological informa-
tion as possible in each sample, i.e., this approach
provides an estimate of the minimal richness present in
a sample and retains counts of individuals for use in
other metrics (e.g., % of the sample that consists of
mayfly individuals). However, use of such inconsistent
taxonomic resolution among samples compromises
estimates of the similarity in taxonomic composition
among samples. For example, the calculation of
compositional similarity between these 2 samples has
to be based on a standard level of taxonomic resolution
applied to the Heptageniidae individuals. One option
is to consider that the 2 samples have 3 and 0 genera
each. The other option is that the 2 samples both
contain the same family. We must either assign all
individuals to the family level or drop the individuals
identified to family from the calculations. This issue is
especially problematic for O/E indices, which are
based on comparisons of composition, but we suspect
the use of variable taxonomic resolution among
samples also affects MMIs.
Achieving comparability in taxonomic composition
and assemblage structure across sets of samples
requires use of a standardized taxonomic resolution
that is applied to all samples. Given the variable
taxonomic resolution that can exist both within and
among samples, such standardization will require
that some individuals be assigned to coarser levels of
taxonomic resolution than originally assigned or be
dropped from the analyses. Such standardization
comes at a cost. If use of finer-levels of taxonomic
resolution better discriminates ecological signals than
does use of coarse levels (Lenat and Resh 2001, Waite
et al. 2004, Feio et al. 2006, Hawkins 2006), retaining
the finest level of resolution possible would be
desirable. However, retaining only the finest-resolved
taxa within a group often would result in dropping
most individuals from a sample. A more practical
goal is to strike a balance between the information
gained by including individuals that are identified to
finer levels of resolution and the information that
would be lost if those individuals identified to a
coarser level of resolution were dropped. Cuffney
et al. (2007) recently compared 4 methods of assigning
potentially ambiguous individuals to taxa and rec-
ommended a method similar to the process described
above. Indicator species analysis (Dufreˆne and Le-
gendre 1997) could be used to determine if personnel
at different taxonomic laboratories tend to identify
certain taxa more frequently than do personnel at
other laboratories. If associations are evident, then the
treatment of those taxa should be re-examined and
certain taxa might have to be aggregated prior to use
in a biological assessment.
To assess the degree of taxonomic comparability
among samples, Stribling et al. (2003) proposed the
use of Percent Taxonomic Disagreement (PTD)
PTD= 1{comppos=N
 
|100
where comppos= the number of individuals on which
2 taxonomists (or laboratories) agree in their identi-
fications, and N = the number of individuals that are
examined by both taxonomists. Several investigators
have used this index to quantify the comparability of
taxonomy used when identifying specimens (e.g.,
USEPA 2005a, Herbst and Silldorff 2006). Alternative-
ly, one can use an index of similarity, such as the
Bray–Curtis Index or the Jaccard Coefficient, to
measure how consistently samples are treated by 2
taxonomists or laboratories (e.g., Kelly 1999, 2000, Cao
et al. 2003).
Error propagation.—Biological surveys typically are
based on a variety of sometimes similar, but seldom
identical, sampling protocols (Carter and Resh 2001).
These sampling protocols often differ in§1 way, e.g.,
in habitat types sampled, the number of field replicates
taken, and the mesh size used in the sampling device
(e.g., ITFM 1994, Houston et al. 2002). The effects of
inconsistencies in early steps (e.g., field sampling) on
data comparability will be carried through to later
steps (e.g., subsampling in the laboratory), and these
sequential sources of variability will result in some
overall cumulative variability. Knowledge of the
relative amount of variability associated with each
step could help guide development of quality-control
practices designed to minimize variability. However,
no methods have been proposed to quantify the
cumulative effects of variability in sequential sampling
procedures for biological survey data.
Endpoint indices
Inferences regarding ecological condition may not
be comparable even if raw sample data are compa-
rable because several factors other than raw data can
affect how sites are rated following application of an
endpoint index. Some of these factors are general and
others are index-specific.
Variation in reference site quality.—Reference condi-
tions typically are used to set biological expectations for
individual sites regardless of the type of index used
(Norris and Hawkins 2000, Bailey et al. 2004, Stoddard
et al. 2006, Hawkins et al. 2010b). In general, variation in
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reference-site quality occurs as a consequence of
applying different criteria to screening and selection
of reference sites across regions (Stoddard et al. 2006,
USEPA 2005a). Given the high natural variability
among regions and types of water bodies, these criteria
(e.g., PO4 concentrations or conductivity) should be as
site-specific as possible (e.g., exceeding natural back-
ground levels by ,10%). In such ideal cases, all
reference sites would have comparable and high
quality, i.e., be minimally disturbed sensu Stoddard
et al. (2006) or be classified in Tiers 1 or 2 sensu Davies
and Jackson (2006). In reality, the level of human
alteration of landscapes and waterways varies signifi-
cantly among and within regions (Herlihy et al. 2008).
As a consequence, investigators taking a reference-site
approach to developing reference conditions often
must adjust screening criteria downward to have a
sufficiently large set of sites from which natural
variability can be characterized within a region. Such
differences in reference-site quality prompted Stod-
dard et al. (2006) to request that scientists be as explicit
as possible regarding the criteria used to define
reference-site quality (i.e., historical condition, mini-
mally-disturbed, least-disturbed, or best-attainable
conditions). In general, if it is important from either a
regulatory, policy, or ecological context that reference
benchmarks be based on the same ecological standard,
then any difference in the criteria used to define the
reference condition will result in incomparable biolog-
ical assessments.
The USEPA (2005a) recently showed how strongly
differences in reference-site quality can affect the
comparability of regional assessments. In a compar-
ison of MMIs developed in 3 neighboring states
(Virginia, West Virginia, and Maryland), the% stream
miles rated as degraded was much higher according
to the West Virginia index than according to the
Virginia or Maryland indices because the reference
sites used to establish the reference condition were
generally of higher quality in West Virginia than in
Virginia or Maryland.
Effects of the population of calibration sites on index
comparability.—The way in which the population of
sites used to calibrate indices is selected also can affect
the inferences derived from endpoint indices, but this
potentially serious issue has received little attention to
date. This issue potentially affects all types of indices,
but MMIs may be especially sensitive. For example, the
data used to develop MMIs typically are derived from
either samples collected during probability-based
surveys (sensu Stevens 1994) or from a set of sites that
were targeted for sampling for §1 reasons. In a
probabilistic design, every element in a population,
such as all stream reaches or lakes in a region, has a
chance to be sampled, and site selection is determined
by a randomization procedure (Stevens 1994, Hughes
et al. 2000, Olsen and Peck 2008). In contrast, sets of
targeted sites often represent a human-caused stress
gradient (e.g., the US Geological Survey [USGS]
National Water Quality Assessment [NAQWA] pro-
gram; Gilliom et al. 2005) or sites that were indepen-
dently identified as sites of potential concern.
Sets of randomly selected and targeted sites can
represent very different populations of sites and, thus,
can affect the calibration of indices. For example, the
cumulative frequency distributions (CFDs) of metric
values derived from calibration data often are used to
scale metric values in a MMI (e.g., Gerritsen et al. 2000,
Klemm et al. 2003, USEPA 2006), and this scaling can
affect the comparability of both individual metrics
and MMIs. We illustrate this effect by showing how
CFDs of the values of a metric vary among 3 sets of
calibration samples that were collected from the same
hypothetical population but that differ in how ran-
domly they were drawn from that population of sites
(Fig. 2). A specific percentile value of the CFD must be
set prior to determining the discriminatory ability of a
metric. Thus, the resulting scaled value of a metric
FIG. 2. Taxon richness cumulative frequency distribu-
tions (CFD) for 3 hypothetical data sets of samples collected
at nonreference sites. Curve A represents samples collected
following a targeted design for which sites were selected
along a predetermined stress gradient. Curves B and C
represent samples collected following 2 probability-based
sampling designs in which different types of site stratifica-
tion were used. The horizontal dashed line intersects each
CFD at the 25th percentile of taxon richness values.
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depends on the specific distributional properties of the
calibration data. For example, if the 25th percentile of
all sites in Fig. 2 is used as the lower boundary for
scaling taxon richness, the boundary is equal to 20 taxa
in set A, but 30 and 15 taxa in sets B and C, respectively.
Similarly, the upper boundary also can be set differ-
ently. At present, we know little about how such
differences in calibration data affect the distribution of
metric values, their discriminatory ability, and thus,
the comparability of different MMIs. RIVPACS O/E
indices should be less prone to differences in the
distributional properties of calibration data because
these indices are calibrated on reference sites only.
However, the scope of O/E indices is a function of how
well the calibration data represent the true ecological
heterogeneity present in the region of interest.
Effects of method for predicting the reference condition
on index comparability.—The application and interpre-
tation of biological indices require comparison of
index values observed at an assessed site with the
range of values expected under reference conditions
(Barbour et al. 1999, Hawkins et al. 2010b). Two
general approaches have been used to predict the
reference condition: classification and modeling.
Classification has been based on a variety of land-
scape and water-body attributes including ecoregion,
thermal regime, channel slope, and water-body size.
Such classifications have been commonly used for
setting expected values for biotic metrics at poten-
tially impaired sites based on values observed at
reference sites in the same stream class (Karr and Chu
1999, Stoddard 2006). Modeling has been based on
various statistical methods ranging from traditional
linear models to more recently developed prediction-
tree approaches such as Random Forests (Breiman
2001). These modeling methods have been used
mainly to predict the expected composition and
richness of native taxa (Wright et al. 2000, Hawkins
2006), but are being used increasingly to predict how
the values of biotic metrics are expected to vary across
natural environmental gradients (e.g., Pont et al. 2006,
Cao et al. 2007b, Hawkins et al. 2010b). If the method
of predicting reference condition (e.g., classification or
modeling) affects reference-site index values, then
application and interpretation of otherwise identical
biological indices may not be directly comparable. At
this time, the bioassessment community generally has
not recognized how the method used to predict the
reference condition can influence index performance
(Hawkins et al. 2010b), although recent studies show
that prediction methods can differ substantially in
both their precision and accuracy and, hence, the
comparability of the assessments (e.g., Cao et al.
2007b, Hawkins et al. 2010a).
Effects of spatial and environmental extent on index
comparability.—In the USA and elsewhere, biological
indices have been developed from data collected from
sites that span vastly different scales of both geo-
graphic and environmental space (e.g., individual
catchments to subcontinents). We know little about
how the spatial or environmental extent of calibration
data affects the performance and comparability of
indices. However, the few studies that have been
conducted showed that variation in the spatial extent
of calibration data is another factor that can compro-
mise index comparability. For example, Ode et al.
(2008) showed that both MMI and O/E indices
developed for subregions of California (CA), subre-
gions of the western USA, and the western USA as a
whole differed in their performance. These authors
found that CA O/E indices were weakly correlated
with the other 2 sets of O/E indices (r2 = 0.32–0.35)
and differed in the assessments of 21 to 22% of the test
sites. The 3 groups of MMIs were more strongly
correlated with one another (r2 = 0.70–0.76), but the
CA indices assessed 25 to 31% more sites as being in
nonreference condition than did the other 2 sets of
indices. Ode et al. (2008) argued that calibration with
more localized data better accounted for the effects of
key natural environmental gradients on assemblage
composition and, hence, the accuracy in predicting
reference state taxa and index values. Aroviita et al.
(2009) showed that the performance of O/E indices
was affected by the spatial extent of the calibration
data. Indices derived from the spatially more exten-
sive data performed less well than indices derived
from less extensive data. Differences in performance
were more severe for index values derived from a
typology approach (classification) to estimating the
reference condition than for values derived from a
modeling approach.
Effects of other factors on index comparability.—The
procedures for developing biological indices typically
involve multiple steps. When developing a MMI,
setting the ranges of individual metrics and standard-
izing the values of metrics are important steps
(Barbour et al. 1999, Klemm et al. 2003). These 2 steps
often are treated together and are referred to as metric
scoring. Several scoring methods have been used (e.g.,
Blocksom 2003, Astin 2006), but reports regarding the
effects of scoring method on index comparability are
not consistent. For example, Maxted et al. (2000)
reported that the detectability of impairment differed
for indices derived from 3 different scoring methods.
Similarly, Blocksom (2003) found that the choice of
scoring method affected both signal-to-noise ratios
(i.e., the variability among sites/variability within
sites) and the number of reporting classes that could
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be statistically discriminated. In contrast, Southerland
et al. (2005) reported that the choice of scoring method
only slightly affected the assessment of stream
condition. Hawkins et al. (2010a) pointed out that
any scoring method that does not use the full possible
range of metric values probably will compromise the
assessment of those sites that are outside of the range
of conditions used in calibration.
Comparability of different types of index.—If indices
differ in how precisely they can be predicted and
measured or how responsive they are to different
stressors, they are unlikely to be directly comparable
with one another (Birk and Hering 2006, Hawkins
2006, Hawkins et al. 2010a). This issue can be especially
problematic when states or countries need to integrate
their assessments into a regional or continental context.
Birk and Hering (2006) compared how values of 10
biotic indices used in Europe varied across the same set
of sites distributed among 7 countries. These indices
included Saprobic indices, Biological-Monitoring-
Working-Party indices (BMWP), and MMIs. The
correlations among these indices varied greatly (Pear-
son’s r = 0.20–0.77 for small mountain streams), and
those indices calculated based on similar lists of taxa
and similar types of tolerance values were most
strongly correlated. In the USA, MMI and O/E values
can be moderately correlated, e.g., Spearman’s r =
0.70–0.86 in Herbst and Silldorff (2006) and Pearson’s
r= 0.65–0.71 in Hawkins et al. (2010a). These moderate
correlations are consistent with the view that different
types of biological indices assess different aspects of
ecological condition, i.e., they represent somewhat
different ecological properties and, hence, should not
be expected to be completely comparable. Much more
consideration is needed regarding how different
indices characterize different ecological attributes and
properties of importance to society (e.g., Davies and
Jackson 2006) and whether we should use standard
attributes when developing indices.
Reporting class
Even if endpoint indices are comparable, the
reporting classes used to summarize and categorize
assessments may not be comparable because the
threshold values used to distinguish classes can differ
and, thus, affect comparisons (Yoder and Davis 1996,
Quataert et al. 2004, Birk and Hering 2006). A variety
of statistical tests can be used to determine if 2
procedures produce the same assessments across
classes, e.g., the Kappa test (Roth et al. 2002, Vølstad
et al. 2003, Llanso´ et al. 2009) for site-level assessments
and McNemar’s test for regional assessments (Engel
and Voshell 2002, Blocksom et al. 2008).
Ideally, the threshold values used to define report-
ing classes should be based on an understanding of
the biological or ecological properties that the
endpoint index used was designed to characterize
(e.g., USEPA 2005b, Davies and Jackson 2006) and not
on arbitrary statistically derived percentiles. Howev-
er, a statistical approach usually is used to define class
boundaries. For example, Barbour et al. (1999) and
Shelton and Blocksom (2004) considered a site to be
impaired if its index value was ,17th percentile of
reference-site values. The USEPA (2006) used the 5th
percentile of reference-site values as the threshold for
inferring impairment. The effects of varying thresh-
olds on the comparability of reporting classes are
largely unknown and are difficult to evaluate because
thresholds are typically arbitrary and the biological
implications of these threshold values have not been
addressed.
Methods for Assessing and Improving the
Comparability of Raw and Assessment Data
The bioassessment community is aware of the need
to evaluate data comparability and has attempted to
develop new methods or to adopt methods from other
fields for use with biological data (e.g., Diamond et al.
1996, Cao et al. 2005, Buffagni et al. 2007). These
methods have not yet been examined critically, and
we will show that some methods have been misused.
Below, we examine the different methods that have
been applied to different types of data and discuss
their strengths and limitations.
Assessing the comparability of raw data and derived metrics
When assemblage samples that were collected
differently are combined to develop a new index
(e.g., a regional O/E index) or an index is applied to
samples collected differently from the samples used
for calibration, we need to evaluate the potential
effects of sampling method on comparability of the
raw data.
Direct evaluation of assemblage similarity.—The com-
parability of the raw data on which bioassessments
are based probably is measured most directly by the
similarity of assemblage composition and structure
between samples. Two main arguments support this
approach. First, assemblage similarity estimates com-
parability in terms of the entire assemblage, and if
both taxonomic composition and taxon relative
abundances are comparable between 2 sampling
methods, any metrics derived from the raw data
must be comparable as well. If the raw data are not
comparable, many metrics may not be. Second,
calculation of assemblage similarities is the starting
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point for many multivariate analyses (Green 1980).
Therefore, this approach is highly relevant to assess-
ing how sampling method can affect indices based on
taxonomic composition (e.g., RIVPACS O/E values).
Application of similarity measures to evaluate
sample comparability is conceptually appealing and
potentially useful (Storey et al. 1991, Herbst and
Silldorff 2006), but their use has a number of potential
shortcomings. First, the taxon diversity and composi-
tion that occurs at specific sites can influence
similarity estimates (Cao et al. 2005). Second, similar-
ity increases with sampling effort (Cao et al. 2005), so
direct assessments of comparability among different
methods will be difficult. Third, true data compara-
bility always will be underestimated because replicate
samples collected with a single method, which should
be considered fully comparable, are rarely identical
(Wolda 1981, Plotkin and Muller-Landau 2002).
Therefore, interpretations of data comparability must
be couched in terms of within-method variability.
Last, the choice of similarity index used can substan-
tially affect similarity values. Some similarity indices,
such as Horn’s Index and Morisita’s Index, strongly
weight abundant taxa, whereas other indices (Can-
berra Metric and Jaccard Coefficient) weight all taxa
equally (see Cao et al. 1997). Use of the former indices
would typically yield much higher between-method
similarity values than the latter indices because
abundant taxa probably will be captured by any
sampling method.
Ordinations and cluster analyses.—Many researchers
have used a variety of less direct similarity-based
approaches to evaluate the comparability of raw data.
These approaches include ordination, cluster analysis,
and multivariate permutation tests (Furse et al. 1981,
Storey et al. 1991, Somerfield and Clarke 1996, Turner
and Trexler 1997, Blocksom and Flotemersch 2005,
Tetra Tech 2005). Samples typically are collected with
multiple methods at several different sites, and these
combined sample sets are analyzed. If samples
collected with different methods at the same site
cluster by site rather than sampling method, the
methods are considered comparable in collecting the
biological data important in discriminating among
sites.
These methods can be used to scan quickly for
major effects of sampling method on data compara-
bility, but they do not quantify data comparability,
and interpretation is not always straightforward.
First, the outcome of multivariate analyses can
depend on the specific sites selected for comparisons.
If sites are very different in the biota they contain,
samples typically will cluster by site. In contrast, if
sites are not very different biologically, samples
probably will cluster by sampling method. Second,
the choice of multivariate technique used and the
options selected during the analyses can affect the
outcome of analyses. For example, differences among
samples collected by different methods may be
apparent in a 3-dimensional ordination but not in a
2-dimensional ordination. Last, the comparability that
is visually apparent in ordination space cannot be
quantified meaningfully because sample scores are all
calculated on a relative basis.
Sampling-method comparability.—To accurately quan-
tify the comparability of samples of biota collected with
different sampling methods, one must account for the
effects of within-site sampling variability and differ-
ences in sampling effort. Cao et al. (2005) modified Van
Sickle’s (1997) method of quantifying classification
strength (Mean Similarity Analysis) to meet these
requirements. They defined sampling-method compa-
rability (SMC) as
SMS=100 2Sbetween=½S1withinzS2withinð Þ
where Sbetween is the mean similarity between 2 sets of
replicate samples collected with 2 sampling methods,
and S1within and S2within are the mean similarities
between 2 replicate samples collected with methods 1
and 2, respectively. To quantify SMC accurately,
several replicates are required for each method. If true
replicates are not available, a randomization procedure
for resampling can be used to generate a large number
of pseudoreplicates. SMC can then be estimated based
on the averages of these replicates. When applied to
presence–absence data, SMC can be measured with
either the Jaccard Coefficient or the Sørensen Index.
When applied to abundance data, SMC can be
measured with the Bray–Curtis Index. An SMC value
of 100 indicates that the 2 methods are entirely
comparable, whereas a value of 0 means they are
completely noncomparable. SMC measures the overall
similarity in assemblage composition or structure, so a
high SMC may not imply comparability of a specific
biotic metric (Blocksom et al. 2008). In addition,
researchers must decide what level of SMC is
acceptable based on the specific goals of their studies.
Moreover, SMC does not measure the quality of
samples, although the estimate of within-method
similarity used in the analysis does (Cao et al. 2002).
Direct comparison of metric values.—Most previous
assessments of the comparability of biological data
have involved the comparison of assemblage attributes
(e.g., taxon richness and evenness) and biotic metrics
(e.g., % EPT individuals and the number of tolerant
taxa) as estimated from different types of sampling
method (e.g., Eaton and Lenat 1991, Blocksom and
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Flotemersch 2005, Friberg et al. 2006, Blocksom et al.
2008). However, as an assessment of raw data
comparability, this approach has at least 2 serious
limitations. First, sampling methods often affect the
comparability of some metrics more than others, and
therefore, the comparability of the overall sample data
is uncertain (Cao et al. 2005). Second, some indices, e.g.,
O/E (Moss et al. 1987, Hawkins 2006) and tolerance-
based indices (see Birk and Hering 2006, Clews and
Ormerod 2009) require data on the composition of
specific taxa observed at each site. Metrics do not
provide the information needed for comparing these
indices.
Assessing the comparability of endpoint indices
Comparing index values directly.—For indices that
share the same range of values, the differences in
values of each index observed at the same sites
indicate their comparability. Several studies have
directly examined the comparability of endpoint
indices this way. For example, Herbst and Silldorff
(2006) compared 3 MMIs and 3 O/E indices based on
samples collected from 40 streams in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains. They found that the 3 MMIs
yielded very similar values at the same sites and rated
similar proportions of the test sites as being in
nonreference condition, a pattern that also was
observed for the 3 O/E indices they examined.
Correlations have been used to assess the compara-
bility of indices that do not share the same range of
values (Birk and Hering 2006, Hawkins et al. 2010a).
Other studies have compared the performances of
endpoint indices developed in one area and used in
another (Houston et al. 2002, USEPA 2005a). For
example, the USEPA (2005a) found values produced
by applying the West Virginia (WV) MMI and the
Virginia (VA) MMI to streams in Maryland were highly
correlated (r = 0.96; after adjusting for differences in
calibration data, sampling method, and taxonomic
resolution). The WV and VA MMIs assessed similar
proportions (38 and 43%) of the Maryland sites as being
in nonreference condition. The Maryland MMI was less
strongly correlated with the WV MMI (r = 0.86) and
rated 53% of the sites as being in nonreference
condition.
Use of simulations in evaluating index performance
and comparability.—Comparisons based on simulated
data of known properties may be the only method
available for evaluating the behavior and compara-
bility of different indices. Simulation studies have
been used to address general ecological questions for
.30 y (e.g., Faith et al. 1987, Minchin 1987), but they
have been used in a bioassessment context only
recently (e.g., Trebitz et al. 2003, Cao and Hawkins
2005, Mazor et al. 2006, Lamb et al. 2009, Hawkins
et al. 2010a). Cao and Hawkins (2005) developed a
simple model to simulate biological impairment of
macroinvertebrate assemblages caused by stress.
Changes in taxon abundances in response to increas-
ing stress were related to differences among taxa in
their tolerance to stress as
Yi=Xi 1{C½1{TVið Þ
where Xi = the initial number of individuals in taxon
i, TVi = the tolerance value of taxon i, C = a
coefficient that controls the levels of stress, and Yi is
the number of individuals in taxon i after a stress
occurs. The basic idea is that assemblage composition
and structure can be altered in a realistic way to allow
evaluation of how different indices track known
alterations in assemblages.
In an extension of the work by Cao and Hawkins
(2005), Hawkins et al. (2010a) developed 3 RIVPACS-
type O/E indices and 5 MMIs from the same set of
data collected from the Interior Columbia River Basin.
They evaluated the performance of these indices by
simulating stress at 13 different reference sites. They
found that O/E values decreased almost linearly with
increasing taxon loss or changes in assemblage
structure across the entire range of impairment,
whereas the MMIs responded similarly up to inter-
mediate levels of impairment but were less responsive
to further impairment. These results imply that the
comparability between O/E and MMIs may depend
on the specific range and magnitude of biological
impairment occurring. Hawkins et al. (2010a) argued
that the damped response of the MMIs at the highest
levels of simulated impairment might be expected if
those levels exceeded the levels of impairment in the
field samples that were used to calibrate the indices.
Simulations should help researchers assess the
performance and comparability of different indices,
but their application must be tempered by the recogni-
tion that our best simulations are far from perfect
representations of the dynamics of real assemblages
(e.g., Kenkel 2006, Hurst et al. 2008). For example, the
true tolerance of a taxon to a stressor at a specific
location probably cannot be known because various
natural environmental gradients and species interac-
tions will probably affect its response. Furthermore, the
simulations that have been used to date did not
incorporate species additions in response to stress, a
response that does happen in nature (e.g., Riley et al.
2008, Walters et al. 2008). Accurate simulation of the
addition of taxa as environmental conditions are altered
will require detailed knowledge regarding the specific
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taxa in the regional pool, their dispersal abilities, and the
abiotic and biotic factors that affect their establishment.
Assessing and improving the comparability of
reporting classes
Performance-based method systems.—A performance-
based method system (PBMS) is defined as a system
that permits the use of any appropriate sampling and
analysis method that demonstrates the ability to meet
established data criteria and complies with specific
data-quality requirements or data-quality objectives
(Diamond et al. 1996). This method was originally
developed for chemical analysis, later accepted for
toxicity tests (USEPA 1990, ASTM 1995), and subse-
quently recommended for bioassessment by the
Intergovernmental Task Force on Monitoring Water
Quality (ITFM 1995) and the Methods and Data
Comparability Board (MDCB 2001). Detailed descrip-
tions are available in Diamond et al. (1996) and
Barbour et al. (1999). Diamond et al. (1996) outlined a
6-step procedure for applying the PBMS approach to
MMIs: 1) Have trained personnel sample replicate
reaches or subreaches within a site. 2) Sample §5
reference sites in the same site class (habitat type,
stream sizes, and ecoregions). 3) Compute metrics for
each site. 4) Compute precision (variability) for each
metric among sites. 5) Repeat step 3 and 4 for§3 test
sites in each site class examined in step 2. Test sites
should have different types and apparent levels of
impairment. 6) Compare data precision, bias, and
method sensitivity for each site class.
Proponents of this approach state that the key to
applying this method is to define realistic data-quality
objectives in terms of precision, accuracy, sensitivity,
and the range of conditions to which the method can
be applied. Diamond et al. (1996) and Barbour et al.
(1999) defined these performance characteristics at
different steps of bioassessment. For example, for
evaluating the comparability of sampling devices,
they defined precision as the repeatability of an
assemblage attribute estimated in a given habitat,
bias as exclusion of certain taxa, and performance
range as different sampling efficiencies in different
habitats. Since its introduction, several studies have
used the PBMS approach to evaluate comparability of
raw data and reporting classes (e.g., Diamond et al.
1998, Houston et al. 2002, Herbst and Silldorff 2006).
Houston et al. (2002) compared 5 indices at 2 Alabama
streams following the procedure of Diamond et al.
(1996) and found that precision and sensitivity of
those indices were similar but that site assessments
did not always agree. The latter result implied that the
indices were biased relative to one another at some
sites. Herbst and Silldorff (2006) showed that different
indices were similar in their precision, sensitivity,
and relative accuracy as well as in individual site
assessments. However, the indices they compared
were based on almost identical raw data (SMC values
were close to 100% based on our recalculation of their
published data) and similar sets of biotic metrics
(MMIs) or analysis procedures (RIVPACS-type mod-
els). Therefore, the high comparabilities of the indices
and site assessments were expected.
In our view, a robust validation of the PBMS
approach for bioassessments has not yet been con-
ducted. A key reason is that accuracy, probably the
most important performance characteristic in the
PBMS, is impossible to evaluate with bioassessment
data. This problem arises because the true biological
impairment that exists at the physically or chemically
altered sites used to calibrate MMIs normally cannot
be known with any accuracy or precision prior to
calibration (Cao and Hawkins 2005). That is, field
ecologists do not have access to the equivalent of
stock solutions of known properties with which to
calibrate indices or to evaluate their performance. The
physical and chemical alterations that are apparent to
humans may or may not be of significance to the biota
at those sites. Moreover, if these habitat alterations
have affected biota, the degree of biological alteration
produced by a unit change in habitat conditions will
almost certainly vary with the specific ecosystem
examined, i.e., the general environmental setting and
the suite of specific taxa native to each site (e.g.,
Leibold et al. 1997, Nydick et al. 2003). Assuming that a
certain amount of physical or chemical alteration at a
site is equivalent to a certain amount of biological
alteration creates a vexing logical dilemma in bioassess-
ment. Bioassessments were developed to provide a
direct and independent assessment of biological con-
dition to avoid the problems associated with inferring
biological condition from physicochemical assessments
(e.g., Hawkes 1979, USEPA 1990, Karr and Chu 1999).
Tying the performance of biological assessments to the
degree to which they mimic physicochemical alter-
ations severely compromises the unique value and
independence of bioassessments.
In an attempt to circumvent this problem, Diamond
et al. (1996) substituted the term ‘‘method accuracy’’
for accuracy and defined it as the minimum detect-
able difference between known or assumed impaired
sites and reference sites with respect to endpoint
indices. In our view, this definition implies sensitivity
or discriminative ability rather than accuracy and
does not eliminate the fundamental problem of
independence. The term relative accuracy, defined as
the % of sites assumed a priori to be impaired that are
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assessed as impaired by an index also has been used
as a measure of accuracy (Diamond et al. 1996).
However, this concept does not remove the issue of
lack of independence discussed above and also
suffers from additional issues. For example, consider
2 indices (A and B) that both assess 10 of 20 test sites
as impaired, achieving identical relative accuracy
(50%). However, if these 2 indices do not agree on
the specific sites they assess as impaired, they are not
comparable in their site-specific accuracy. When
PBMS is applied to indices developed for different
regions, this method can be even more problematic
because the criteria used to define both reference
conditions and impaired conditions probably differ
among regions.
In our view, the PBMS approach as applied to
bioassessment has additional critical flaws. For exam-
ple, the precision, sensitivity, and relative accuracy of
different indices will almost certainly differ in their
statistical properties (e.g., range, frequency distribu-
tions). Indices based on data derived from different
sampling methods can be similar in some performance
characteristics, but not in others. Therefore, estimating
overall data comparability would be difficult. In
addition, we do not think the PBMS approach is useful
for estimating the comparability of reporting classes
among different states, the greatest challenge for
integrating data into national or regional bioassess-
ments. First, if each of the 50 states in the USA used
only 1 index (they often use several), we would
potentially need to evaluate the comparability of as
many as 1225 pairs of indices (50!/[50 2 2! 3 2!]).
Second, even if such an exercise were practical, a PBMS
could not be applied because each index is developed
from specific sets of reference sites and test sites. The
criteria for selecting reference sites vary from state to
state, as do the type and magnitude of stressors
affecting degraded sites. As a result, no performance
characteristic is likely to be comparable.
Harmonizing different indices based on a benchmark
data set.—Buffagni et al. (2006, 2007) proposed a
procedure to harmonize the macroinvertebrate indi-
ces used by different countries in Europe. Erba et al.
(2009) subsequently improved this procedure. The
revised procedure consists of several steps: 1) Use a
national standard protocol to sample a set of streams
of a given type, e.g., small mountain streams (as
defined in the Water Framework Directive) in a
country and assign each of those sites to 1 of 5 quality
classes (high, good, moderate, poor, bad) based on the
national biotic index. 2) Compile a large set of
samples collected from streams of the same type
across Europe based on the European Union (EU)
protocol, and select a subset as reference sites based
on analyses of chemical and physical stressors.
3) Calculate the values of 6 widely applicable biotic
metrics for each of the national and panEuropean sites
and then standardize a metric by dividing each value
by the median of the metric at the reference sites.
4) Use the percentiles of the panEuropean MMI (i.e.,
STAndardisation of River classifications—Intercali-
bration Common Metrics index or STAR_ICMi) at the
reference sites to set boundaries for the 5 quality
classes described above (e.g., the 25th percentile as the
boundary of high/good). 5) Adjust the threshold of
the national index for each type of stream against the
STAR_ICMi-based assessment.
This method would be useful for improving the
comparability of reporting classes used in different
countries if the classification of streams can effectively
partition the natural variability of biological assem-
blages across a large region, such as Europe. If not, the
performance of the STAR_ICMi in a specific country
can be compromised and so will the whole procedure
of harmonization.
Mapping disparate indices to a common biological
condition gradient.—Davies and Jackson (2006) pro-
posed a conceptual model, the Biological Condition
Gradient (BCG), that used 10 general ecological attri-
butes to describe how biological conditions change
across a range of human-caused alterations (pristine
to severely degraded). Six of the ecological attributes
described aspects of taxonomic composition or taxon
relative abundances. One was based on organism
condition, 1 on ecosystem function, and 2 on the
spatial distribution of ecosystem elements. The
potential value of this conceptual model is that it is
independent of any specific bioassessment method
and geographic region and, therefore, offers a way to
‘‘facilitate communication of the current biological
condition of a water body compared to natural
conditions’’ (USEPA 2005b; p. 31). In other words, it
was designed to standardize the interpretation of
biological conditions as measured by different indices
and, thus, to allow creation of comparable reporting
classes of biological condition. Similar approaches
have been used elsewhere, including by the State of
Maine (2003) and the State of Ohio (2003). To evaluate
the potential utility of this approach, Davies and
Jackson (2006) described how consistently ecologists
assigned 54 stream macroinvertebrate samples and 58
stream fish samples to 6 different condition tiers
defined by differences in taxonomic composition and
taxon relative abundances. Participants agreed on
82% of benthic samples and 73% of fish samples.
The information presented by Davies and Jackson
(2006) supported the view that such a conceptual
model might be able to serve as a general translation
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tool. However, application of the BCG to specific
regions or types of systems is just beginning to be
evaluated. Following guidance presented in USEPA
(2005b), Gerritsen and Leppo (2005) developed a BCG
model for streams in New Jersey. They concluded that
separate BGCs should be developed for 2 broad
groups of streams: high- and low-gradient channels.
They also made several modifications to the general
BCG model to fine-tune how biota in these 2 types of
streams were expected to respond to stress. In
general, they found that of 6 possible condition tiers,
Tier 1 (pristine) sites did not exist in the state and
Tiers 3 and 4 were difficult to distinguish from one
another. Both of these observations are important in
developing translation schemes across regions in
which the range of biotic conditions present and the
distinctiveness of condition classes can vary.
Theoretically, we can assign all index values to each
condition tier by considering how each index relates
to the narrative descriptions of each tier. The
challenge is how to identify the threshold values for
each individual index. If 2 indices both clearly
differentiate the 6 tiers based on samples occurring
in each tier, a direct transfer is straightforward. If an
index poorly differentiates the BCG tiers from one
another, a revision of the index may be required
(USEPA 2005b). Davies and Jackson (2006) described
how Discriminant Function Analysis could be used to
select a group of biotic metrics that maximize the
separations of BCG tiers. These selected metrics
would then be used to develop a new MMI.
In our view, the BCG provides a useful heuristic
framework to aid our thinking about how region-
specific bioassessments can be integrated or compared
across large, heterogeneous regions, but it is not yet
clear if the features of the BGC can be quantified in
such a way as to allow meaningful and repeatable
comparisons of the many biological assessments that
are currently based on a varied mix of sampling
methods and index types. Some of the nontrivial
challenges in implementing an operational BCG, as
applied to streams, include: 1) Development of
regional BCG models will require consistency in
sampling method, habitat sampled, sampling season,
sampling effort, and how water bodies are classified
(Gerritsen and Leppo 2005, USEPA 2005b). All of these
procedures often differ among states and programs
(Carter and Resh 2001), and how these inconsistencies
will affect the comparability of regional BCG models
themselves is not clear. 2) Language in USEPA (2005b)
and Davies and Jackson (2006) often describes the taxa
expected in a tier as predicted. However, it does not
specify how these predictions are made. Gerritsen and
Leppo (2005) established criteria for each attribute for
each condition tier through use of an expert panel and
an iterative process. The panel examined samples from
a subset of sites that were impacted to varying degrees
and assigned each of these sites to a tier based on each
attribute. They then established quantitative or semi-
quantitative criteria of each attribute for each tier based
on their professional judgment. The degree of consis-
tency among experts described by Davies and Jackson
(2006) and Gerritsen and Leppo (2005) is encouraging,
but how consistently such criteria can be developed or
applied across other regions is unknown. 3) Assign-
ment of a sample to a condition tier in the BCG is based
on the values of 10 different attributes. However, it is
likely that the values for some attributes will imply
assignment to one tier, whereas the values of other
attributes will imply assignment to other tiers. Fur-
thermore, different experts may weight these attributes
differently in their assignments. For example, Gerritsen
and Leppo (2005) reported that a panel of experts in
New Jersey weighted some attributes more heavily
when differentiating certain tiers. If theoretical justifi-
cation of the weighting of each attribute is not possible,
some form of guidance will be needed to ensure
consistency in the weightings.
A Brief Summary Guide to Checking
Data Comparability
As discussed above, data comparability can be
affected in several ways. Here, we present 2 flow
diagrams that should aid practitioners who are faced
with combining data from multiple sources when
developing or applying MMI and O/E indices
(Fig. 3). The 2 diagrams differ slightly because the 2
types of index differ somewhat in their data require-
ments and in how they are calibrated, which affects
the factors that can influence data comparability.
The initial step in determining data comparability
requires an assessment of the criteria used to define
the site conditions used to calibrate the indices—i.e.,
the reference condition for both MMIs and O/E
indices and the degraded conditions for MMIs. If the
criteria used to select sites in the different data sets are
not similar, the criteria will have to be adjusted
(standardized) so they apply to all sites. Otherwise
the candidate sites will have to be screened to remove
sites that do not meet the desired criteria.
For MMI development, next confirm that the data
sets that will be used to calibrate the index were
drawn from the same population of sites in the same
way (i.e., random selection or targeted). If they were
not, the sets of samples will have to be reconciled as
described by Overton et al. (1993) and Astin (2007).
For O/E indices, this step involves checking that the
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sites in the collective data set represent the natural
gradients of interest and that the same predictor
variables are available for all sites. If predictor
variables are lacking for some sites, 3 options exist:
drop the sites from index development, drop the use
of §1 predictors and use a reduced set of predictors
for modeling, or obtain the predictor information for
those sites lacking predictors.
The remaining samples will then have to be
screened for taxonomic consistency. Depending on
the outcome of this screening, samples may have to be
dropped or the taxonomic resolution used in the
lowest-resolution data set will have to be applied to
all samples. For example, chironomid midges are
identified only to family or subfamily in many data
sets. To integrate data from these samples with data in
which midges were more highly resolved will require
aggregation of midge genera to the higher-level taxon.
Integrating data also will require that data were
collected with similar sampling and subsampling
efforts because differences in effort will affect many
metrics and O/E values. If differences in effort are
largely associated with sample counts, computer
resampling can be used to standardize counts. The
cost associated with such resampling is that the counts
used will be the lowest counts observed among all
samples. If samples differ in the area sampled,
resampling of counts will not completely resolve
differences in taxon richness metrics associated with
area sampled (e.g., Carlisle and Hawkins 2008).
Last, if different methods were used to collect
samples, the comparability of the methods must be
assessed. If different sampling methods target differ-
ent habitats or are differentially effective at capturing
different taxa from the same habitat type, it is unlikely
that the samples can be suitably harmonized for the
FIG. 3. Flow diagrams showing the major steps at which decisions regarding data comparability should be made when
merging raw data for use in developing and applying multimetric indices (MMIs) and observed/expected (O/E) indices.
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purpose of index development and application. O/E
indices may be less sensitive to differences in
sampling method than MMIs. O/E indices are based
on presence–absence data, which may not vary as
much between habitats or sampling methods as taxon
counts, which are used in constructing some metrics.
If the outcome of the evaluation at any of these steps
is not satisfactory, the data combination effort should
be terminated.
Portions of these flow diagrams also are applicable
when applying an index developed from one set of
data to samples collected in different ways. In these
cases, some steps in the flow charts can be skipped.
For example, when an index developed from samples
collected with method A is applied to a set of samples
collected with method B, the steps evaluating effects
of reference-site criteria are not relevant.
Concluding Remarks
Data comparability remains a vexing problem for
those entities interested in maximizing the use of
previously collected data when comparing assess-
ments across either ecological or jurisdictional re-
gions, developing region-specific biological indices
(e.g., O/E and MMIs), or integrating previously
conducted site assessments into regional statements
of the status of freshwater biota. In this review, we
have summarized the existing scientific literature
regarding data comparability and identified those
issues we think are in most need of attention. The
bioassessment community is aware of many of the
general problems that affect our ability to integrate
data sets, but significant conceptual issues remain to
be resolved. Once we agree on definitions regarding
data comparability, we will be able to address in a
more meaningful way some of the practical questions
that currently constrain our general ability to mix and
match data sets for the purpose of generating
statistically and ecologically more robust and geo-
graphically more extensive bioassessments.
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